
Literacy: Thursday 30th April 

Spelling: Today for spelling we would like you to ‘dot and dash’ all of your 

‘sk’ words. 

Choose five of your spelling words and using a dictionary, write a definition 

for each one. Focus on words that you are unsure of first. 

For example: Sketchy- not thorough or detailed. 

 

Weasel Words 

Our literacy task today will focus on an extremely important element of any 

piece of persuasive writing… Adjectives!  

When using an adjective to describe something we must be careful with our 

choice. 

Adjectives like wonderful, excellent and amazing are clearly positive. 

Others such as horrible, boring and terrible are more negative. 

Some adjectives could be both!  

The ancient ruins of the castle are on the northern shore of the loch. 

In this sentence, the adjective ancient makes us think that the ruins were built 

a very long time ago and that they could be interesting to look at. Here, ancient 

is positive. 

Mr Rogerson’s bicycle is ancient. 

In this sentence, ancient is negative. The bicycle probably isn’t actually ancient, 

but it makes us think that it’s probably not very reliable and it could be falling 

apart. 

Neutral adjectives are words that come somewhere in the middle, they’re not 

positive, but they’re not negative either! These words aren’t as useful to us 

when we’re trying to be persuasive; I would want to go to a park more if you told 

me it was great than if you told me it was normal! 

 

 

 



Task 1) 

Have a look at the adjectives in this table. Remember, you can look up words in 

the dictionary if you’re unsure of their meaning. 

 

wonderful standard ordinary fun perfect constant 

boring overgrown lush constant ruined steady 

ancient  regular normal old unspoilt beautiful 

exhilarating  isolated busy scenic conventional tired 

 

 

Now, in your jotter, create three columns and write the adjectives from the 

table under the heading you think is correct. Remember, some of the words may 

be in more than one column! 

Negative   Neutral   Positive 

Ancient   standard   beautiful 

 

 

Task 2) 

Choose 5 words from the Positive column and write a word with the opposite 

meaning next to it. The opposite word you choose doesn’t have to come from the 

table. 

For example; 

Beautiful – Ugly 

Lush – Overgrown 

Wonderful – Terrible. 

 

Extension Task 

Choose 3 words from each column and write a sentence using each of them, be 

as descriptive as you can! 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


